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still glorious. The children ran, leaped and bounded,
halted-and off they went again. Noah tossed a
baseball back and forth to his dad. Every so often
the girls would hunker down for an intense huddle.
The hike up White Rock (3, 194') is no stroll in the
park. Yes, the lower part of the Middlesex Trail is
easy where it follows an old carriage road, built in
1877 by the owner of the Pavilion Hotel in Montpelier. But once you leave the road and especially as
you climb the Bob Kemp Trail to the summit, it is a
respectable work-out for any hiker. The trail is
steep, sometimes mucky, and there are slippery
roots and rocks to traverse. We wondered how the
short legs would manage.
Approaching the Kemp Trail, Andrew and I decided to stretch and went ahead of the rest. Surely,
the children would be slow getting to the summit, if
they got there at all? ryJe were momentarily forgetting that our own son had hiked to the top of
Camel's Hump at age four.) Barely had we reached
the rocky summit of White Rock and found a suitable ledge for lunch, before four of the children arrived. Not only that, they were full of energy and
curiosity and clearly at home on a mountain top.
The Young Adventurers Club was founded by Lexi
Shear and her husband David Blumenthal in 2006,
to get parents and young children outdoors ''to hike,
play, learn about nature, and make friends." The
Montpelier Section's children are off to a good start:
no nature deficit here. Three other GMC sectionsManchester, Bread Loaf, and Burlington-have now
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
by Reidun Nuquist
followed suit and have their own YAC chapters.
The mission of the Green Mountain Club is to get
Last October, Andrew and I finally did what we
Vermonters of all ages out into the mountains. At
had long wanted to do: join an outing of the Montthe opposite end of the age bracket from YAC are
pelier Section's Young Adventurers Club-YAC for The Trekkers, a group of mostly retired section
short. The destination was White Rock Mountain in members (Although anyone is welcome!) who get
the Worcester Range.
together during the week to hike, ski, paddle, or
We met trip leader Shawn Keeley and his children, bike, depending on the season. Outings are
Noah and Aliyah, in the Middlesex Trail parking lot. planned just a few days in advance and are anGradually, more families arrived, and we became a nounced by e-mail only. To learn more, go to the
party of eight children and their parents, plus the
section website, gmcmontpelier.org, for details on
two of us.
how to be added to The Trekkers e-mail list.
It was a sunny, crisp day, and the fall foliage was
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Ninety people and fifty volunteers attended a day
of hikes and on-site activities, including geocaching
and a raptor demonstration at the 2014 Winter
Trails Festival in February. The Taylor Series had a
The Montpelier Section welcomes these
good season with more than 500 attendees at the
new members who joined after January
first seven shows.
18, 2014: Keith Boniface, Ann Fay, RichThe annual meeting is on Saturday, June 14 at
ard Kehne, Richard Kominowski, James
Mountain Meadow Lodge in Killington, and the VolMcCarthy, Bruce Merriam, Christopher
unteer Picnic will take place on September 27 at
Nelson, Lucy Nersesian, Marianne
GMC headquarters, followed by a celebration of the
Perchlik, Barb Schwendtner, Harris Web50th anniversary of the Wilderness Act on Septemster, and Ron Wold
ber 28 at Middlebury College's Breadloaf Campus.
We look forward to meeting you at our
upcoming events.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
June - August, 2014
lio•1'ru11

The rating levels of difficulty are easy, moderate, and difficult, with a few outings falling in Between.
• Easy - accessible to all in good physical condition; suitable for families with children.
•Moderate - requires a degree of stamina; some previous experience is advisable.
•Difficult - challenging events for people in good physical condition; previous experience necessary.
Unless otherwise noted, trips leave from the Montpelier High School (MHS) parking lot. Always bring appropriate gear for the event you are attending (i.e. lunch, liquids, snacks, suitable clothing, footwear, and other items as
mentioned in the Calendar of Events). Non-members are welcome on our events.
Our trip leaders are volunteers who are not necessarily trained in first aid, nor does the Montpelier Section or
the GMC certify or license trip leaders. Participants should attend these events with the understanding that they
are responsible for their own preparedness and safety, and that all contribute to the well-being of the group.
The Young Adventures Club is a group to get parents and children (0-12 years old) outdoors to hike,
play, learn about nature, and make friends. Events happen on the second weekend of every month.
Please check out their website: gmcmontpelier.org/yac for details.
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PLEASE CALL TRIP LEADEFl

June 1, Sunday - Hike. Stowe. Easy. 4 miles.
Taylor Lodge via Lake Mansfield and Clara Bow
Trails. Meet at 1:00 P.M. Contact Leader: Ken
Hertz, hertzkj@gmail.com

~EFORE BRINGING YOUR DOG.

Middlesex trails along the eastern shore of the reservoir. PFD required. Contact Leaders: Eric Seidel
and Donna Russo, 223-1406 for meeting time and
place.

June 4, Wednesday - Executive Committee Mtg. June 22, Sunday - Hike. Mt. Hale, NH. Moderate.
Contact: Reidun Nuquist, 223-3550 for information. 6.5 +/- miles. Park at the Hale Brook Trailhead.
June 7, Saturday- YAC. Warren. Difficult. 5- Hike to summit via Hale Brook Trail, then Lend-aHand Trail for the descent with a stop at Zealand
7 miles. Mt. Abraham. Contact Leader: Matt
Krebs, 485-4312 for meeting time and place. Hut. The group returns via a short descent on the
AT and out on the Zealand Trail and Zealand Road
June 8, Sunday - Hike. Middlesex. Moderate. 6.1 to the trailhead. Bring lunch and water. Contact
miles. Mount Hunger and White Rock via MiddleLeader: Michael Chernick, 249-0520 or chernick5
sex Trail. Bring lunch and water. Meet at Rumney
@comcast.net for meeting time.
School at 9:00 A.M. Contact Leader: Charlene
Bohl, 229-9908 or charlenebolll@comcast.net for June 24, Tuesday - Bike Ride. Waterbury. Moderate. 25+/- miles. Waterbury to Huntington Gorge
more information.
and return. Bring lunch and water. Helmet reJune 10, Tuesday - Bike Ride. Burlington. Moder- quired. Contact Leaders: Mary Garcia, 622-0585 or
ate. 20-25 miles. Burlington Bike Path. Bring lunch Mary Smith, 505-0603 for meeting time and place.
and water. Helmet required. Contact Leaders:
June 28, Saturday- Hike. Adirondacks, NY. DiffiMary Garcia, 622-0585 or Mary Smith, 505-0603
cult. 7-8 miles. Cascade (elev. 4,098') and Porter
for meeting time and place.
(elev. 4,059') Mountains in the Adirondacks. An
June 14, Saturday- Meeting. Killington. Green
out-and-back hike or a traverse, depending on the
Mountain Club annual meeting, Mountain Meadnumber of cars going. Contact Leader: Phyllis
ows Lodge. June 13-14. Details in the Spring LTN . Rubenstein, 223-0030 or Phyllis@
PhyllisRubensteinLaw.comcastbiz.net for meeting
June 15, Sunday- Hike. Lincoln. Moderate. 7.2
time and place.
miles round trip. Glen Ellen Lodge via App. Gap,
a recently renewed lodge on the Long Trail. After
June 29, Sunday - YAC. Elmore. Moderate.
a 1300' climb to Stark's Nest, there are numerous
3 miles. Hike and swim at Mt. Elmore. Conups and downs. Bring lunch and snacks. Contact
tact Leader: Shawn Keeley, 229-0933 for
Leaders: John Buddington and Kathy Gehl, 229meeting time and place.
0725 or vicepresident@gmcmontpelier.org for
meeting time and place.
July 4, Friday - Hike. Elmore. Moderate. 4 miles.
June 21 , Saturday- Paddle. Wrightsville. Easy.
Paddle in the morning, have lunch, then walk the
Trail Ta/klSummer, 2014

New loop trail. Bring lunch and water. Contact
Leaders: George Longenecker and Cynthia Martin,
229-9787 or marlong@myfairpoint.net for meeting
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of silence. Wear hiking boots and bring at least
one poem with a focus on birds. Bring lunch to eat
July 6, Sunday - Hike. Eden. Moderate. 4-5 miles.
at the midpoint. Meet at 10:30 A.M. Contact
Devil's Gulch. Long Trail and Babcock Trail, possiLeader: George Plumb, 883-2313 or plumb.george
ble extension to Devil's Perch. Contact Leader:
@ gmail.com for more details and meeting place.
Ken Hertz, hertzkj@gmail.com for meeting time
August 16, Saturday- Hike. Albany, NH. Rain
and place.
Date: August 17, Sunday. Moderate-Difficult. 8.4
July 8, Tuesday - Bike Ride. Bristol. Moderate.
miles. Mount Chocorua and First Sister, White
23 miles. Bristol-Starksboro-Monkton-Bristol. Loop Mtns., NH. Via Champney and Pitcher Falls. 2,400'
route in rolling terrain follows paved roads, except vertical rise. Contact Leader: Paul Deluca, 476for short dirt stretch. Bring lunch and water. Helmet 7987 or pdeluca420@msn.com for meeting time
required. Contact Leaders: Reidun and Andrew
and place.
Nuquist, 223-3550 for meeting time and place.
August 17, Sunday- Bike Ride. Richford. ModerJuly 12, Saturday- Hike. North Conway, NH.
ate. 20-25 miles. Round-trip pedal from eastern
Rain Date: July 13, Sunday. Moderate to Difficult. terminus of the Missisquoi Valley Rail Trail in Rich6 miles. 2,600' vertical rise. Mount Kearsarge,
ford t<e> or past Enosburg Falls, through farmland
White Mtns. Panoramic views of the Whites. Con- with great views, parallel to Missisquoi River. Bring
tact Leader: Paul Deluca, 476-7987 or pdeluca
lunch and water. Helmet required. Contact Lead420@msn.com for meeting time and place.
ers: Reidun and Andrew Nuquist, 223-3550 for
meeting time.
July 19, Saturday- Hike. Warren. Moderate.
August 23, Saturday - Bike Ride. Grand Isle.
7 .2 miles ound trip. Mt. Abraham via the Long
Moderate. Various distances. Bike the back roads
Trail. Contact Leaders: Eric Seidel and Donna
of Grand Isle. Contact Leaders: Eric Seidel and
Russo, 223-1406 for meeting time and place.
Donna Russo, 223-1406 for meeting time and
July 22, Tuesday- Paddle. Waterbury Reservoir. place.
Moderate. 6 miles, with longer options. Steady, but
relaxed pace. Weather permitting, we will spend
the day exploring the shoreline, swimming, and
picnicking as the spirit moves us. Bring gear appropriate for season and weather forecast, as well
as food and water. PFD required. Contact Leaders:
Reidun and Andrew Nuquist, 223-3550 for meeting
time.
time and place.

July 26, Saturday - Hike. Lincoln, NH. Rain Date:
July 27, Sunday. Difficult. 1O miles. Mount Carrigain, White Mountains. Signal Ridge Trail. 4, 700'
peak. Contact Leader: Paul Deluca, 476-7987 or
pdeluca420@msn.com for meeting time and place.
July 27, Sunday - Hike. Huntington. Moderate. 7
miles. Camel's Hump loop. Forest City Trail-Dean
Trail-Monroe Trail-Burrows Trail. Contact Leader:
Ken Hertz, hertzkj@gmail.com for meeting time
and place.
August 3, Sunday - Hike. Avery's Gore. Moderate. 7 .6 miles. Follow the historic fire warden's
trail on the Gore Mountain Trail. Contact Leader:
Michael Chernick, 249-05~0 or chernick5@
comcast.net for meeting time.
August 5, Tuesday - Hike. Washington. EasyModerate. 2 hour poetry hike. On private land;
crosses hayfields, through woods, high meadows
with views from Killington to Mansfield. Half hour
Trail Ta/lci'Summer, 2014

Mike Wet!'lerell listening to his daughter Anna, at
the Montpelier Section annual meeting on April 5,
2014.
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OUTING REPORTS
February 2, 2014 - Cross-country Ski. Craftsbury by Reidun Nuquist
Six of us had a surprisingly good outing at Craftsbury Nordic Center. The temperature hovered
above freezing, but
an overnight snowfall and an application of Maxiglide
made for good skiing conditions. We
did Ruthie's Run
before lunch and
the Duck Pond Trail
in the afternoon.
..___......___
There were surprisingly few skiers out. R. Nuquist
Had they all worn themselves out at the annual ski
marathon the day before?

Ole's in Warren may be the only ski touring center that has its 'warming hut' in an airport control
tower! It also has many trails crossing open fields,
good when recent light snow falls haven't penetrated the evergreens in the woods. Conditions
were excellent. Four of us had a gooti workout on
a day that was perfectly balmy after a recent cold
spell.

April 12, 2014 - Y AC Ramble to Grand Lookout
in Barre Town Forest by Michael Wetherell
Spring officially greeted our nine YAC famil.ies (10
adults and 13
kids) with
clear blue
skies, a
warm
breeze, meltFebruary 15, 2014 - Cross-country Ski. Warren ing snow and
the start of
at Ole's by Mary Garcia
mud season
Four of us enjoyed fresh snow on the Deer Run
this morning,
Trail which goes through the woods1and then
breaks out into open fields with great views of the as we arrived
surrounding rural area. It is a very nice 6K loop at at the Barre
Town ForOle's. This is the best ski I remember having at
est's
new
Ole's. Also, they have an excellent chef who
access
point
makes wonderful ~lack beap burgers. She is there
in
Websteron Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays when there is
ville. A quick
M. Wetherell
snow. She has other things on the menu, so we
jog east on Brook St. across from Lawson's store
can only vouch for the black bean burgers.
and the Millstone Hill center, took us all to the Forest's parking lot and trailhead. There a kiosk feaFebruary 25, 2014 - Ski. Hardwick Trails by
tures a big map that covers the Forest and surSteve Lightholder
rounding
trail network. Walking and hiking is free,
This is a ski trip that didn't happen. A cold front
though folks are encouraged to support the Millblew in and turned all our lovely powder snow to
stone Trails Association by purchasing an annual
ice. So, not wanting to miss an outdoor opportunity, five of us walked the Upper North Street - Ja- pass. We all headed off for a destination visible
from the parking lot--the Grand Lookout. Most of
cobs Road loop. On my map it scales off as 4.5
the
trail was still snowy, but there were patches of
miles, but it didn't seem that long. We did it in 1.5
slush
and mud, so most kids were well outfitted in
hours. Must be the brisk north wind pushed us
snowpants
and t-shirts. We checked out the cliffs
along!
around still-frozen quarry #13, sloshed through
puddles, and learned a bit about the quarry indusMarch 1, 2014 - Little River Cross-country Ski
try's 150 year history. Kids searched tor cool granwith Catamount Trail Association by George
ite carvings and examined the towers, derricks,
Longenecker
and other reminders of the industry scattered along
Our first combined outing with the Catamount
the
trail. We dangled our feet over the edge and
Trail Association was a success, with 12 skiers
snacked at the top of the Grand Lookout, which
participating. We skied trails in Little River State
has an expansive view of the Green Mountains
Park, Waterbury, going up Stevenson Brook past
and Worcester Range, from Camel's Hump all the
the old sawmill, then down Dalley Loop. After the
way
to Jay Peak. Then we began retracing our
outing we had a tailgate picnic.
steps back into town and making plans to return in
March 2, 2014 - Cross-country ski trip, Warren the seasons to come to explore other corners of
'the Forest.
by Reidun Nuquist
Trail Ta/lclSummer, 2014
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lupines, asters to lavender and desert varieties such as
gorgeous yellow brittlebush to fairy dusters and ?enstemon. Also common are the ever present mesquite and
palo verde trees, creosote, jojoba and holly bushes. We
by Eric Seidel and Donna Russo
are always delighted to see the ocotillo, cholla, and
After visiting Tucson over the years, it is now our winpf ickty pear cacti grace us with their brightly colored
ter destination, in large part because of the incredible
flowers once April arrives. Those who believe in the
hiking opportunities. We will always hold the Green
power of mountain vortexes find looking out ov~r the
Mountains dear, although the differences between the
Arizona mountains a spiritual experience. That 1s no
two locations offer amazing diversity. Through this artisurprise, given the very impressive feeling one achieves
cle, we invite you to join us for a journey west to e~pe.ri from looking out over the expansive landscape to other
ence the many contrasts in geography, geology, wildlife, mountain ranges, perhaps imagining the ancestors who
vegetation and hiking conditions.
settled there centuries ago. Unfortunately, none of the
Much of the wonder of Tucson centers around what
mountain ranges have escaped some wild fire in recent
John McPhee highlighted in his book, Basin and Range. years and many trails pass through areas that are in
The city rests in a 2,000 foot basin, surrounded by four various stages of regrowth due to these massive events.
mountain ranges with elevations up to 9,600 feet. Hiking
• Wildlife in all categories is considerably different in
opportunities in these four different mountain ranges
Arizona and the related safety issues make it unadvis(Catalina, Tortalita, Santa Rita and Rincon) are endless. abte to hike atone. Mountain lions are common in all of
We have covered a sizeable number, but barely tapped the mountains as well as the smaller bobcat. Black .
the possibilities. Two of the ranges fall within the v~st
bears are at home in the higher elevations along with
Coronado National Forest, and we have the benef1t of
two varieties of deer. In recent months, big horn sheep
their well-maintained trails, excellent visitor centers and and the Mexican wolf have been reintroduced. On a repark ranger-led excursions every day. While hiking in
cent hike, we were delighted to stop and watch a family
the southwest atone is never advised, we cover many of of coati dig for a feast of grubs on a hillside, and it is not
the well-traveled traits together. Most often we hike with unusual to see a pack of javelinas cross the paths dura very compatible informal "club" of people we have met ing early morning hikes. Most distinctive about desert
along the way. Through the. network, we organ~ze ~
mountains is the presence of venomous reptiles. With 6
weekly schedule of trait options from 4 to 14 mites 1n all varieties of rattlesnakes and hila monsters very comthe nearby ranges as well as others within a day's drive. mon, hikers must always keep one eye to the ground.
We form carpools from different areas of Tucson and as We have been fortunate to see both on our treks and
added incentive, after long hikes we manage to find a
have learned to totally respect them by taking a wide
local Mexican restaurant where we rejuvenate and
loop off the trail to respect their space. Many sizes,
share our caches of pictures from the day.
shapes and colors of lizards abound during the warmer
Diversity barely describes the contrasts betwee11 the
months and we are learning to identify them. While
traits in Vermont and Tucson. If you were to wake up on scorpions and tarantulas are also common to Arizona,
Mount Lemmon (the Catalina's highest at 9,600 feet) at they generally hide and are rarely seen, although it is
a level equivalent to the top of our, Mount Mansfield,
advisable to carefully scrutinize any rock before sitting.
you would only be half way to the top. And, this is what
• History thrives in the southwestern mountains.
you would experience:
Through the University of Arizona we have experienced
• Views that are totally open across wide and narrow special hikes with archeologists to areas abundant with
canyons for over a hundred miles. Geology rules with
petroglyphs and a multitude of pottery shards from difstark rock formations in hues from light brown to dark
ferent tribes and times along with ancient ball courts and
red as well as the quart.z to granite family in shades of
remains of dwellings. Not far from Tucson, in the Chiriwhite to light gray. In many canyons and washes (rivers cahua Mountains, we have visited the well preserved
where water flows infrequently) where there is abundant remains of Fort Bowie and the Cochise Stronghold. One
seasonal water, gigantic Cottonwood, Sycamore and a cannot spend time in this area without being exposed to
variety of Oak trees are present. However, in Tucson,
the stories of the native tribes and early settlers who
saguaro cactus rules and never ceases to amaze the
came before.
viewer. Saguaros are only found in this part of the
• Hiking specifics also differ in the Tucson area. On
southwest and range in size from 3 inches to 55 feet.
the safety front, one can never carry too much water
Along with other unique varieties of cacti , this is the
and a quart an hour is recommended. Sun block is critilandscape you will experience with little change most of cal and must be reapplied regularly. Most often we start
the year. The wonderful exception to that is the early
hiking in early morning to avoid the mid afternoon sun.
spring wildflower season and the abundant greenery
Winter months are less challenging with temperatures
that follows the late summer "monsoon" rains. While
averaging in the 60', although 40's are common in the
most people picture the desert as very dry and boring,
morning so clothing layers are peeled as we progress.
our experience is contrary. Throughout our many March As it gets up into the 80's we start our hikes at higher
hikes this year we were delighted with the splendo~ of
colors and common varieties of flowers, from poppies to
(See Hiking the Southern Arizona Mtns., page 7)

Hiking the Southern
Arizona Mountains
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1. GMC Director of Trail Programs: Dave Hardy summarized plans for the coming field season. Work on the
Winooski Bridge will resume in May and is expected to
be finished by October. The Long Trail relocation from
The Montpelier Section of the Green Mountain Club
Barnes
Camp, across Notch Brook, meeting the Eleheld its ahnual meeting on Saturday, April 5, 2014, at
phants
Head
Trail has been flagged. The 50th anniverChrist Church in Montpelier. After a social hour and potluck dinner, the president, Reidun Nuquist, clanged the sary of the Wilderness Act will be marked September 28
meeting to order at 7:02 P.M. using the ceremonial cof- at Breadloaf campus.
2. Nominating Committee: George Longenecker, speakfee pot.
ing for Mary Garcia and Priscilla Page, nominated for
Old Business
President Reidun Nuquist, for Vice President Kathy
1. Welcome: Reidun Nuquist welcomed 36 members, 2 Gohl, for Membership Coordinator Christie Carter, for
visitors, and GMC staff members Dave Hardy and Joe
Treasurer Ken Hertz, for Secretary/LTN Reporter Mari
Sikowitz to the 59th Annual Meeting of the Montpelier
Zagarins, and for Trails and Shelters Coordinator Fred
Section .
Jordan. There were no additional nominations from the
2. Approval of minutes of April 12, 2013, annual meetfloor. George Longenecker moved that the proposed
ing: Hearing no objection, Reidun Nuquist declared the slate be elected for 2015. Doris Washburn seconded.
minutes of last year's meeting approved as written.
The motion carried by a voice vote with no objections.
3. President's report: Reidun Nuquist summarized
3. Other new business, announcements
events during the year and thanked the section1s offia. Thomas Weiss solicited support for rerouting the
cers. She appealed to younger members to participate
Long Trail between Bamforth Ridge Shelter and the forin trail maintenance.
mer Honey Hollow trailhead. The GMC has flagged a
Treasurer's report and proposed budget for FY 2015:
relocation below Duxbury Window toward Honey Hollow
Ken Hertz presented the 2014 expenses and income
trailhead. Both routes avoid a 1.25 mile road walk.
and presented the budget for 2015. He explained the
Reidun thanked the organizers of the meeting: Kathy
section's policy on annual donations to GMC, which
Gahl, Ken Hertz, Andrew Nuquist, and Priscilla Page.
would lead to a $3,000 donation for 2015.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:50.
Peter Downey moved that the GMC donation be earRespectfully submitted, John Budding\on
marked for the Winooski River Bridge. Thomas Weiss
seconded.
Dave Hardy said that, although the bridge is currently
(Hiking the Southern Arizona Mtns. contd. from
the GMC's highest priority, more exigent needs, such as page 6)
stoves for Bolton Lodge, might appear later in the year.
Upon inquiry, Ken said he anticipated making the actual elevations when roads are available.While it may take
longer to cover territory in Vermont, with the open and
expenditure in early 2015.
easy
trail systems in the southwest, we can easily cover
Reidun called for a voice vote, which was not defini6
miles
in a morning and 12 to 14 in a day. Trail contive, then a show of hands. Motion was defeated 11-11.
struction
is far less steep with a continuous flow of
Thomas Weiss, acting on Reidun's suggestion, moved
switchbacks
generally the rule. Forget about tree roots,
that the donation be restricted to field programs. Judy
slippery rocks and mud. Plan on dry, dusty and rocky
Murray seconded . This motion carried by a voice vote
surfaces and do watch out for all the cactus alongside
with no objections.
the trails. It is rare for us to complete a hike without
Thomas Weiss moved that the budget presented by
stopping
to pull cactus needles from someone's exKen be accepted. Doris Washburn seconded. This moposed
skin,
so we carry tweezers and a comb in our
tion carried by a voice vote with no objections. (The
packs
for
that
purpose. Trail maintenance in Arizona is
budget anticipated $4,310 in income, $2,700 in operatexceptionally
good
, but not surprising; the lack of
ing expenses, and $3,000 GMC donation.)
weather
and
slow
growth
of plants mean very little im4. Membership Coordinator's report: Ken Hertz summapact from nature. Most of it is from human wear and the
rized the membership numbers. There were no quesfrequent use of trails by horseback riders. There are few
tions.
calls for trail maintenance volunteers, with the exception
Vice President's report and awards: Kathy Gohl sumbeing
special days qedicated to eradication of buffelmarized outing activities. The best-attended events
grass,
an invasive species that contributes to the spread
were led by Mike Wetherell (32 people), Andrew Nuquist
of
wildfires.
(17), and George Longenecker and Cynthia Martin (14).
Whether you have never hiked in the southwest and
The most active leaders were Mary Garcia, Reidun Nuquist, Ken Hertz, and Michael Chernick. The most active are drawn to make a visit or are planning a return trip
during the cold Vermont months, do let us know and we
participants were Anne Miller (1 O events), Mary Smith
can suggest the pertect opportunities for you to enjoy
(8), and Ann Bu.rcroff (7). The best outing report was
submitted by Jo~h Buddington. The leaders of the most some great hiking.
interesting or novel events were Phyllis Rubenstein and
(Eric Seidel and Donna Russo are longtime members of the
Steve Lightholder.
GMC and can be reached at: ericse1del1@gmail.com or donnarusso1@gmail.com)
New Business

Montpelier Section
Annual Meeting

.I
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hikers! If you can touch the person in front of. you
with
your trekking pole with your arm extended,
by Nancy Jordan
you are too close. Please back off; drop back to
With the increasing numbers of ticks, the primary increase your space for safety's sake.
worry is Lyme disease, but researchers are discov- When climbing hills, rocks, inclines, the person
ering a new crop of diseases they say are equally behind the leader should wait until the leader is a
as concerning. One that's following in the Lyme
safe distance ahead before following, and all othdisease footsteps across New England is called
ers should do the same. Upon reaching the op, no
Babesiosis.
one should charge ahead but wait until all are1oLet's all hike prepared. Ankles are ticks' favorite
gether.
area when they attack humans, so place an extra
Descending is probably when the most accidents
amount of insect repellent in this area. Deet is rec- happen. Let the person in front of you have enough
ommended, but there are other repellents that
space so if you fall, you won't injure him or her. It is
work well. Tweezers or a tick lifter is your best de- the responsibility of all hikers to maintain a safe
fense if you get bitten. A MUST in your 1st Aid kit.
distance when hiking.
Try using fabric softeners to drive ticks away.
Remember, hiking is NOT a competitive sport.
Ticks are repelled by the smell of it.
How many miles, or how fast we can go, is NOT
Be wary about the month you are planning to go the reason we hike together. Instead, it is time
hiking. May through July are the peak months for
shared with friends and enjoyment of the sights
tick activity (especially those hat carry Lyme disand sounds that Mother Nature offers us.
Let's be safe as we play!
ease)~._____;:;;;;;;;;;:_____:::....==:::::;~-------,=I

TICK SEASON IS HERE

HIKING SAFETY ZONE
What is the safety zone? The distance between
Trail Talk!Summer, 2014

(Excerpts taken from Carol Langley's article in the
Connecticut Section Spring newsletter.)
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